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Colin P. Niemer

The Alte Mutter
Children, children: beware the Alte Mutter.
Tall it stands, in a wood of its own,
a mother of trees young and old.
Black is its bark and gnarled are its branches;
knots, and curls, and breaks, and furls.
Loathing, is she, of children who fuss;
who fit, and fight, and bicker, and cuss.
Out from the wood, this old maid of oak
comes with barrow, and spade, and spite,
to find girls and boys to eat on this night.
 

The boy ran ahead, eager to count the numbers on the number 
trail. His mother followed behind him as he blissfully went 

along the path. They were on a hillside that overlooked a valley. 
Directly below was a crick. Oh how the boy loved the crick! He 
loved how the water moved and churned, taking twigs and leaves 
down the stream. It was mid-October, and the sun was hidden 
behind a thickness of clouds. As he ran, the wind stung at his face. 
His cheeks were bright red.

“Don’t go too far,” his mother called after him.
“I won’t,” he replied, pausing to look at a new number he had 

found.
Then, they came to a small bridge. This bridge crossed a 

stream that ran down the hillside into the crick below. The boy 
tromped across the bridge yelling out, “Who’s that trip troppin’ 
across my bridge?”

From behind, his mother hollered, “It’s me! The third billy 
goat gruff!”
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He decided that he would wait for his mother to catch up: he 
wanted to show her a new number he had found.

“Look, Mom, it’s number twelve! I found it!”
“Very nice,” said his mother, smiling.
With an overwhelming air of achievement, the boy ran 

along in search of the next number. After a time, the boy and his 
mother came down to a crossing. It was here that they inevitably 
had to make a choice: to cross the crick, or to take the path up the 
hill and continue on this side. The boy knew that the hike would 
be shorter if they crossed, but he wanted to continue on, up the 
path, a way he had never taken before.

“Let’s go up the hill, Mom!”
“Alright, but we’ll have to be quick. We don’t want to be late 

for dinner.”
As he climbed the hill, the boy imagined he was climbing 

to the heights of the tallest mountain. The rocky trail bent and 
curved as he climbed, higher and higher, until finally he reached 
the top. Here, the boy looked at the crick below and wondered 
what it would be like to fall. To him, it seemed like you could fall 
forever, like the leaves that floated from the tree tops.

It was then that he noticed the tree: an Alte Mutter! The boy 
shuddered at the sight of this ancient horror. His Oma had told 
him stories of the Alte Mutter: an old mother, and a watcher of 
the woods. She was said to come after dark to take naughty chil-
dren in her wheelbarrow and eat them for dinner. He resolved not 
to be one of those.

For the rest of the hike, the boy was less spritely, less joyous. 
He had seen the black bark and was reminded to be good. He 
found more numbers, but he did not yell. He crossed more bridg-
es, but he did not tromp. His spirits were lessened by that looming 
monster in the forest.

That night, before he went to sleep, he thought of the tree he 
had seen. Would it come for him with its barrow and shovel, to 
take him away? No. He had been good. It would not come, but his 
mind did wander.

Countless times after this, when the boy came to the cross-
ing, he would not hesitate to cross the bridge. He would cross and 
walk into the valley, for there he knew he was safe. Safe and away 
from the aching limbs of that tree, his fear, the Alte Mutter. 


